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Background: The association between body mass index (BMI) and clinical outcomes 
following an acute myocardial infarction (AMI) remains controversial. Our objective was 
to investigate the relationship between BMI and AMI presentation, in-hospital clinical course 
and mortality in the contemporary era of AMI management.
Methods: Patients, hospitalized for an AMI between October 2015 and December 2016, 
were identified in the National Inpatient Sample (NIS) database. Socio-demographic and 
clinical data, including BMI, were collected and outcomes, including length of stay and 
mortality, were analyzed. Patients were divided into 6 BMI (kg/m2) subgroups; under-weight 
(≤19), normal-weight (20–25), over-weight (26–30), obese I (31–35), obese II (36–39) and 
extremely obese (≥40). Multivariable logistic regression model was used to identify pre-
dictors of in-hospital mortality. Linear regression model was used to identify predictors of 
length of stay (LOS).
Results: An estimated total of 125,405 hospitalizations for an AMI across the US were 
analyzed. Compared to the other BMI subgroups, the under-weight, normal-weight and 
extremely obese groups presented with a non-ST segment elevation AMI (NSTEMI) more 
frequently and were less likely to undergo coronary revascularization. The data show 
a J-shaped relationship between BMI and study outcomes with lower mortality in patients 
with BMI over 25 compared to normal- and low-weight patients. In the multivariate regres-
sion model, BMI group was found to be an independent predictor of mortality.
Conclusion: J-shaped relationship between BMI and mortality was documented in patients 
hospitalized for an AMI in the recent years. These findings confirm that the “obesity 
paradox” persists during the contemporary era of an AMI management.
Keywords: body mass index, BMI, acute myocardial infarction, obesity paradox

Introduction
The body mass index (BMI) is the metric currently in use to define anthropometric 
height/weight characteristics, by dividing weight in kilogram by height in meters 
squared, kg/m2.1 World Health Organization (WHO) classification categorizes patient’s 
weight as under-weight; BMI <18.5 kg/m2, normal-weight; BMI 18.5–24.9 kg/m2, 
over-weight; BMI 25–29.9 kg/m2, obese class I; BMI 30–34.9 kg/m2, obese class II; 
BMI 35–39.9 kg/m2, and extremely obese; BMI ≥ 40 kg/m2.2 BMI is widely used for 
routine characterization of weight status in epidemiology, clinical nutrition, and 
research. In population-based studies, higher BMI was associated with increased 
incidence and severity of major cardiovascular risk factors.3,4 BMI is proven to be an 
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independent risk factor for various cardiovascular (CV) con-
ditions such as congestive heart failure, atrial and ventricular 
arrhythmia, sudden cardiac death, stroke and acute coronary 
syndrome (ACS).1,4

However, the association between specific BMI range 
and major adverse outcomes in patients, hospitalized for 
acute myocardial infarction (AMI), remains controver-
sial. Some studies showed lower risk of mortality in 
AMI patients with a BMI of 20–25 kg/m2, and increased 
mortality in patients below and above this BMI range.5–7 

At the same time, other studies showed an unexpected 
“protective effect” of higher BMI values noted as the 
“obesity paradox”.8–12 Several studies suggest 
a U-shaped or J-shapes relationship between BMI and 
mortality in AMI patients, whereby overweight and 
obese patients exhibit the most favorable 
outcomes.10,11,13–15 Vast-majority of these studies were 
performed before or in the early days of drug eluting 
stents utilization and before the era of the potent antipla-
telet agents, Prasugrel and Ticagrelor. We aimed at 
describing the BMI distribution as well as baseline char-
acteristics, treatment strategies and outcomes in the dif-
ferent BMI subgroups patients admitted with an AMI in 
the recent years.

Methods
Data Source
Detailed information on the methods were provided in our 
prior study by Elbaz et al.16 Briefly, the data were drawn 
from the National Inpatient Sample (NIS), the Healthcare 
Cost and Utilization Project (HCUP), and Agency for 
Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ).17,18

The NIS database includes only de-identified data; 
therefore, this study was deemed exempt from institutional 
review by the Human Research Committee of Poriya 
Medical Center.

The NIS is the largest collection of all-payer data on 
inpatient hospitalizations in the United States (US). The 
dataset represents an approximate 20% stratified sample of 
all inpatient discharges from US hospitals.19 This informa-
tion includes patient-level as demographic characteristics, 
primary and secondary diagnoses and procedures, comor-
bidities, length of stay (LOS) and hospital-level factors 
such as patient as hospital region, teaching status, bed 
size, and cost of hospitalization. National estimates can 
be calculated using the patient-level and hospital-level 
sampling weights that are provided by the HCUP.

For the purpose of this study, we obtained data for the 
years 2015 (last quarter) and 2016. International 
Classification of Diseases, 10th Revision, Clinical 
Modification (ICD-10-CM) was used from the last quarter 
of 2015 and thereafter for reporting diagnoses and proce-
dures in the NIS database during the study period. For each 
index hospitalization, the database provides a principal dis-
charge diagnosis and a maximum of 14 or 24 additional 
diagnoses (depending on the year), in addition to 
a maximum of 15 procedures. The reason we only included 
the data coded with ICD-10 codes is that the ICD-10 system 
includes individual codes for BMI values and ranges.

Study Population and Variables
We identified patients 18 years of age or older with 
a primary diagnosis of AMI based on ICD-10-CM code 
starting with I21.xx or I22.xx, who have one of the Z68.x 
codes as I10-Dx1 to I10-Dx30. These codes represent the 
six subgroups in our study; Z68.1; BMI equal or below 19; 
under-weight group, Z68.20–25; BMI 20–25; normal- 
weight group, Z68.26–30; BMI 26–30; over-weight 
group, Z68.31–35; BMI 31–35; obese I group, Z68.36– 
39; BMI 36–39; obese II group and Z68.4; BMI equal or 
above 40; extremely obese group.

The following patient demographics were collected 
from the database; age, sex, and race. Prior comorbidities 
were identified from the documentation of the correspond-
ing ICD-10 codes during the index hospitalization. For the 
purposes of calculating Deyo-Charlson Comorbidity Index 
(Deyo-CCI), additional co-morbidities were identified 
from the database using ICD-10-CM codes. Deyo-CCI is 
a modification of the Charlson Comorbidity Index, con-
taining 17 comorbidities conditions with differential 
weights, with a total score ranging from 0 to 33 
(Detailed information on Deyo-CCI provided in the 
Appendix Table 1). Higher Deyo-CCI scores indicates to 
greater burden of comorbid diseases and is associated with 
mortality one year after admission.20 The index has been 
used extensively in studies from administrative databases, 
with proved validity in predicting short- and long-term 
outcomes.21,22

Our primary outcome in this study was in-hospital 
mortality. Length of stay was the secondary outcome we 
analyzed.

Statistical Analysis
The chi-square (χ2) test and Wilcoxon Rank Sum test were 
used to compare categorical variables and continuous 
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variables, respectively. The NIS provides discharge sample 
weights that are calculated within each sampling stratum 
as the ratio of discharges in the universe to discharges in 
the sample.23 We generated a weighted logistic regression 
model to identify independent predictors of in-hospital 
mortality. Candidate variables included patient-level char-
acteristics, Deyo-CCI and hospital-level factors. We 
retained all predictor variables that were associated with 
our primary and secondary outcome with p < 0.05 in our 
final multivariable regression model. Furthermore, analy-
sis was performed using linear regression with length of 
stay as a dependent variable.

For all analyses, we used SAS® software version 9.4 
(SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC.) A p-value <0.05 was 
considered statistically significant.

Results
Study Cohort
A total of 24,181 AMI hospitalizations across the US during 
2015 (last quarter) and 2016 were included in the analysis. 
After implementing the weighting method, these represented 
an estimated total of 125,405 hospitalizations for AMI, in 
patients who had BMI information during the index hospi-
talization. The majority of patients (56.9%) were male and 
the mean age of the cohort was 63±29.3 years.

The data reveals that 75.6% of all hospitalizations included 
patients, presented with non-ST-segment elevation myocardial 
infarction (NSTEMI) while 24.4% were hospitalized for sus-
pected ST-segment elevation myocardial infarction (STEMI). 
As shown in Table 1, 71.7% of the patients received coronary 
intervention during the index hospitalization.

Patients Characteristics, AMI 
Presentation and Treatment Approach by 
BMI Group
Study population baseline characteristics, the AMI type 
and the treatment approach are presented in detail in 
Tables 1 and 2. Female predominance and higher preva-
lence of comorbidities including congestive heart failure 
(CHF), chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), 
chronic renal disease (CRD), atrial fibrillation/flutter and 
higher Deyo-CCI scores were documented in the under- 
weight, normal-weight and in the extremely obese groups 
(Table 1). These patients presented more frequently with 
NSTEMI and were less likely to undergo invasive revas-
cularization (PCI and CABG) during the index hospitali-
zation. On the contrary, male sex was predominant in the 

over-weight, obese I and obese II patient groups, who had 
presented more frequently with STEMI and underwent 
more revascularization procedures (Table 2).

Length of Stay and Mortality by BMI 
Groups
J-shaped relationship between the BMI and the study out-
comes was documented, while the over-weight, obese I and 
obese II patient’s subgroups (BMI 26–39) exhibited lower 
total mortality and shorter LOS, with higher mortality and 
longer LOS below and above this range. The overall rate of 
total mortality during the study period was 3.6% with 
a significantly higher mortality rate in under-weight (9.2%), 
normal-weight (6.2%) patient’s population, P<0.001 
(Figure 1).

Longer LOS was documented in the under-weight, 
normal-weight and extremely obese patients (6.11±0.17, 
6.16±0.21, 4.42±0.06 respectively) compared to the over- 
weight, obese I, obese II patients (4.14±0.08, 3.71±0.05, 
3.78±0.06 respectively), P<0.001. The same findings were 
documented in the linear regression model (Appendix 
Tables 2 and 3). Longer LOS was documented in those 
three groups included BMI <19, 20–25 and >40 (Figure 2).

Predictors of in-Hospital Mortality
In an unadjusted analysis, we found that BMI below or equal 
to 19kg/m2, older age, increasing Deyo-CCI score, chronic 
renal failure, atrial fibrillation/flutter, congestive heart fail-
ure, peripheral vascular disease, female sex and chronic 
obstructive pulmonary disease, all increased the odds of in- 
hospital mortality (p < 0.001) (Table 3A). After adjusting for 
potential confounders, BMI below 19 kg/m2 remained an 
independent predictor of worse outcome and in-hospital 
mortality in a multivariate analysis (Table 3B). At the same 
time, BMI >25 was found to be an independent predictor of 
lower mortality among the study population (Table 3B).

Discussion
Utilizing data from the NIS, the largest all-payer inpatient 
database in the US, we identified a weighted total of 
125,405 patients to investigate the relationship between 
BMI and in-hospital outcomes among patients hospitalized 
for an AMI event. To our knowledge, this is the single 
largest study, analyzing the relationship between BMI on 
an AMI presentation and outcomes. This nationwide data 
analysis reveals a J-shaped relationship between the BMI 
and in-hospital mortality during hospitalization for an 
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AMI in the US during the study period. BMI above the 
normal range (>25) was an independent predictor of lower 
mortality and shorter length of stay in patients hospitalized 
for an AMI in the US during the study period.

These results are consistent with prior reports, includ-
ing studies that followed patients after the discharge and 
showed that overweight and moderate obesity were asso-
ciated with lower mortality after an ACS.24,25 Angeras 
et al showed U-shaped relationship between the BMI and 
mortality in 64,436 patients who underwent coronary 
angiography in the context of an ACS in Sweden.24 

Similarly to the findings in our study, Angeras et al report 
a nadir in mortality among overweight or obese (<BMI 
of 35) patients, while underweight and normal weight 

patients had the highest risk for mortality during follow 
up.24 Of notice, their study enrolled patients between 
2005 and 2008, the early days of drug eluting stents 
and before the era of the potent antiplatelet agents, 
Prasugrel and Ticagrelor, routinely used nowadays.

On the other hand, some studies did not support the 
obesity paradox and showed increased mortality in 
patients above 40kg/m2.5–7 Das et al found that the risk- 
adjusted of in-hospital mortality rates were significantly 
higher for Class III obesity who admitted with ACS 
(≥40Kg/m2).7 Similar results of lower survival rate 
showed by Lazzeri et al that found that lean and over-
weight patients had higher mortality rate compared to 
normal-weight patients.26

Table 1 Frequency Distribution of Baseline Characteristics by BMI Group in AMI Patients

BMI Groups Kg/m2 ≤19 
Under- 
Weight

20–25 
Normal- 
Weight

26–30 
Over- 

Weight

31–35 
Obese 

I Group

36–39 
Obese II 
Group

≥ 40 
Extremely 

Obese

Total P-value

BMI kg/m2, n
Unweighteda 1519 1137 3347 6883 4596 7599 25,081
Weightedb 7595 5685 16,735 34,415 22,980 37,995 125,405

Age Group, % <0.001
18–44 yrs 1.3 2.4 5.0 7.6 9.9 11.6 8.3

45–59 yrs 9.0 14.7 27.4 33.5 34.1 35.7 31.1
60–74 yrs 28.6 30.0 42.2 41.7 41.9 42.8 40.6

75 yrs or older 61.2 52.9 25.5 17.3 14.0 10.7 20.1

Gender, % <0.001

Female 61.3 42.6 37.4 36.5 39.4 50.1 43.0

Male 38.7 57.3 62.6 63.5 60.5 49.9 56.9

Race, % <0.001

White 72.1 66.4 70.1 70.1 71.7 68.8 70.0
Non-white 22.8 27.1 23.2 22.7 21.3 24.6 23.3

Comorbidity, %
HTN 43.4 45.3 57.2 59.0 59.8 55.9 56.4 <0.001

CHF 21.5 19.3 14.5 13.5 15.1 17.6 15.9 <0.001

DM 16.1 29.1 37.4 40.9 42.8 47.2 40.7 <0.001
CRD 27.6 33.7 24.1 23.2 23.7 28.1 25.6 <0.001

COPD 42.3 27.5 19.7 21.3 23.2 29.3 25.4 <0.001

PVD 20.7 14.5 13.3 12.2 12.1 10.5 12.4 <0.001
Atrial Fibrillation/ 

Flutter

28.9 27.7 15.8 15.0 15.7 18.5 17.7 <0.001

Prior MI 14.8 15.0 16.2 15.6 16.3 15.0 15.6 <0.001

Deyo-CCI, % <0.001

1 7.6 11.6 19.4 19.7 19.3 14.6 16.9
2 or higher 92.4 88.4 80.6 80.3 80.7 85.4 83.1

Notes: aRepresents the number of observations in the NIS database. bRepresents total national estimates after applying sampling weights. 
Abbreviations: CHF, congestive heart failure; COPD, chronic obstructive lung disease; CRD, chronic renal disease; Deyo-CCI, Deyo-Charlson Comorbidity Index; DM, 
diabetes mellitus; HTN, hypertension; MI, myocardial infarction; PVD, peripheral vascular disease.
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Our study population represents the entire, nationwide 
population of patients admitted for an AMI in the US 
between October 2015 and December 2016, hence elim-
inating the “selection bias” in some of the prior studies in 
AMI patients. As shown in Table 1, the overweight and 
obese patients in our study were younger, finding that 
could have contributed to their improved survival. This 
observation was described previously as well, while 20 out 
of 26 reports included in a 2014 meta-analysis of the 
“obesity paradox” studies by Niedziela et al, documented 
younger patients in the overweight and obese patients.27 

Not surprisingly, patients in the higher BMI groups suf-
fered from increased prevalence of cardiovascular risk 
factors such as DM, HTN. Niedziela et al showed similar 
U-shaped relation between the BMI and mortality in AMI 
patients. Interestingly, many of the studies that were 
included in the meta-analysis lacked the “under-weight” 
and “severe obesity” patient populations. In addition, as 
mentioned before, the vast majority of patients, enrolled 
into the different trials included in this meta-analysis, were 
treated in a different era of AMI management, before DES 
became routinely implanted in AMI and patients received 

Table 2 Frequency Distribution of Clinical Course and Outcomes by BMI Group

≤19 
Under- 
Weight

20–25 
Normal- 
Weight

26–30 
Over- 

Weight

31–35 
Obese 

I Group

36–39 
Obese II 
Group

≥ 40 
Extremely 

Obese

Total P-value

NSTEMI, % 82.1 79.1 71.3 72.9 73.8 79.0 75.6 <0.001

STEMI, % 18.2 21.2 29.2 27.7 26.5 21.4 24.4 <0.001

VT/VF 7.2 6.9 7.9 8.0 8.1 7.6 7.8 0.007

Coronary Angiography, % 38.1 49.9 75.0 77.0 77.2 72.1 71.7 <0.001

PCI, % 21.5 31.1 55.7 58.6 56.9 49.5 51.6 <0.001

CABG, % 1.1 2.1 2.7 2.7 2.6 1.8 2.3 <0.001

Thrombolytic Therapy % 0.9 0.4 1.3 1.0 1.1 1.1 1.1 <0.001

Mortality, % 9.2 6.4 3.3 2.7 2.6 3.6 3.6 <0.001

LOS (days), Mean ± SEM 6.11 ± 0.17 6.16 ± 0.21 4.14 ± 0.08 3.71 ± 0.05 3.78 ± 0.06 4.42 ± 0.06 4.25 ± 0.04 <0.001

Abbreviations: BMI, body mass index Kg/m2; CABG, coronary bypass graft; LOS, length of stay; NSTEMI, non-ST segment elevation myocardial infarction; PCI, 
percutaneous coronary intervention; STEMI, ST segment myocardial infarction; VF/VT, ventricular flutter/ventricular fibrillation.

Figure 1 Mortality rate via BMI groups.
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more potent antiplatelet agents than Clopidogrel, some 
even before the routine PCI and dual antiplatelet therapy 
use. The findings in our report show that the “obesity 
paradox” persists during the contemporary AMI manage-
ment era.27

We report lower proportion of women in the obese 
patients’ groups, consistent with some prior reports, 
while other studies document female predominance 
among their obese patients.14,28–31 Female sex was 
shown to be a predictor of improved outcome in 
a multivariate regression analysis, therefore, the lower 
mortality rate in the obese patients in our study cannot 
be attributed to patients’ sex.

There is a paucity of publications studying mechan-
isms to explain this lower post-ACS survival rate of 
patients with normal and low BMI status. One possible 
explanation is that high BMI may confer survival ben-
efits by providing nutritional and caloric reserves in 
severely and critically ill patients. This is supported 
by previous studies in other chronic, debilitating CV 
and non-CV conditions, in which an under-weight and 
normal weight BMIs were associated with a higher 
mortality rate compared to higher-BMIs groups.4,32–34 

Other studies supported that severe cardiovascular dis-
ease, such in heart failure patients, results in tissue 
hypoperfusion and cardiac cachexia. The hypothesis is 
that this state results from a heightened metabolic or 
increased catabolic state, associated with worse 
prognosis.35,36 On the other hand, higher BMI state 

might indicate a better metabolic reserve and tolerance 
to metabolic stress and consequently to a better 
prognosis.37 We assume that a similar mechanism 
may play a role in patients who are suddenly exposed 
to an intense inflammatory and catabolic stress asso-
ciated with the AMI event.

Our study should be interpreted in the contexts of 
several limitations. The NIS database is a retrospective 
administrative database that contains discharge-level 
records and as such is susceptible to coding errors. This 
is an observational, non-controlled cohort study, and no 
conclusions on causality can be drawn from these results. 
Another limitation is that we could not verify whether the 
patient’s BMI documentation represents an actual mea-
surement performed during the index admission or docu-
mentation of the patient’s weight per prior report. These 
limitations are counterbalanced by the real world, nation-
wide nature of the data, as well as mitigation of reporting 
bias introduced by selective publication of results from 
specialized centers. In addition, the lack of patient identi-
fiers in the NIS precluded us from using other outcome 
variables and mortality measures such as at 30-day. We 
could only capture events that occurred only during the 
index hospitalization.

In Conclusion, J-shaped relationship between BMI and 
mortality was documented in patients hospitalized for an 
AMI in the recent years. These findings confirm that the 
“obesity paradox” persists during the contemporary era of an 
AMI management.

Figure 2 Length of stay via BMI groups.
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Table 3 Univariate (A) and Multivariate (B) Analysis for 
Predictors of in-Hospital Mortality, 2015–2016

Predictor Odds Ratio (95% CI) P-value

3A. Univariate Analysis

BMI kg/m2 Group <0.001
≤ 19 1.47 (1.29–1.67) <0.001

20–25 1.00 (reference) N/A

26–30 0.50 (0.44–0.57) <0.001
31–35 0.40 (0.36–0.46) <0.001

36–39 0.39 (0.34–0.44) <0.001
≥40 0.54 (0.48–0.61) <0.001

Age Group, years <0.001
18–44 1.00 (reference) N/A

45–59 2.43 (1.94–3.04) <0.001

60–74 4.68 (3.77–5.83) <0.001
≥75 9.00 (7.23–11.20) <0.001

Deyo-CCI <0.001
1 1.00 (reference) N/A

2 or higher 3.42 (3.02–3.88) <0.001

Gender 0.007

Male 1.00 (reference) N/A

Female 1.09 (1.02–1.15) 0.007

Race 0.048

Non-white 1.00 (reference) N/A
White 1.08 (1.00–1.16) 0.048

Comorbidities

Smoking Status
Non-Smokers 1.00 (reference) N/A
Past-Smokers 1.66 (1.61–1.72) <0.001

Current-Smokers 1.57 (1.52–1.61) <0.001

Atrial Fibrillation/Flutter <0.001

No 1.00 (reference) N/A

Yes 2.26 (2.11–2.41) <0.001

COPD <0.001

No 1.00 (reference) N/A
Yes 1.20 (1.12–1.28) <0.001

CHF <0.001
No 1.00 (reference) N/A

Yes 1.86 (1.74–2.00) <0.001

DM 0.357

No 1.00 (reference) N/A
Yes 0.97 (0.91–1.03) 0.357

HTN <0.001
No 1.00 (reference) N/A

Yes 0.40 (0.38–0.43) <0.001

(Continued)

Table 3 (Continued). 

Predictor Odds Ratio (95% CI) P-value

PVD <0.001

No 1.00 (reference) N/A

Yes 1.58 (1.46–1.70) <0.001

CRF <0.001

No 1.00 (reference) N/A
Yes 2.31 (2.17–2.45) <0.001

Revascularization 0.51 (0.48–0.54) <0.001

3B. Multivariate Analysis

BMI kg/m2 Group <0.001

≤19 1.34 (1.17–1.54) <0.001

20–25 1.00 (reference) N/A
26–30 0.61 (0.52–0.70) <0.001

31–35 0.56 (0.49–0.64) <0.001

36–39 0.56 (0.48–0.64) <0.001
≥ 40 0.83 (0.73–0.94) 0.005

Age Group, years <0.001
18–44 yrs 1.00 (reference) N/A

45–59 yrs 2.36 (1.86–3.00) <0.001

60–74 yrs 4.26 (3.38–5.39) <0.001
75 yrs or older 6.94 (5.47–8.81) <0.001

Gender <0.001

Male 1.00 (reference) N/A

Female 0.84 (0.79–0.90) <0.001

Race 0.531

Non-white 1.00 (reference) N/A
White 1.02 (0.95–1.11) 0.531

Deyo-CCI <0.001
1 1.00 (reference) N/A

2 or higher 2.42 (2.12–2.77) <0.001

Comorbidities

Smoking Status
Non-Smokers 1.00 (reference) N/A

Past-Smokers 1.63 (1.59–1.69) <0.001

Current-Smokers 1.78 (1.71–1.85) <0.001

Atrial Fibrillation/Flutter <0.001

No 1.00 (reference) N/A
Yes 1.60 (1.49–1.71) <0.001

CHF <0.001
No 1.00 (reference) N/A

Yes 1.46 (1.35–1.57) <0.001

COPD <0.001

No 1.00 (reference) N/A

Yes 0.86 (0.80–0.93) <0.001

(Continued)
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